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Background/introduction

As required by new EU BSS directive, diagnostic reference levels for radiodiagnostic
examinations and interventional radiology procedures, where appropriate, shall be
established, regularly reviewed and used for the purpose of optimisation [1]. This study
was initiated by Croatian regulatory authority with the aim of establishment of national
DRLs for most frequent diagnostic radiology examinations and investigate achievable
doses. Study was conducted as a joint activity of regulatory authority staff, medical
physics experts, radiologists and statisticians.

Description of activity and work performed

List of most frequent diagnostic radiology examinations was determined and it contained
"Top 20 examinations" according to DDMED2 project approach [2]. In addition, CT
angiography procedures were included in the list as it can be seen from Table 1 on page
2. For each type of examination, dose quantities were identified and are listed in the
same table.

Since there is no central patient dose registry in Croatia, for each type of examination
dedicated questionnaires intended for collection of typical exposure parameters and
doses were developed and sent to 50% of all radiology departments in Croatia
considering geographic and hospital size pattern.

After data were collected, national DRLs were set as 75th percentile of distribution of
medians for specific dose quantity for each radiology department. In addition to DRLs,
achievable doses derived as median (50th percentile) of distribution of medians for
specific dose quantity for each radiology department were investigated as recommended
[3, 4]. Both, DRLs and achievable doses were compared with European practice [5].
DRLs and achievable doses for each type of examination as well as comparison with
European practice are presented in Fig. 1 on page 4 , Fig. 2 on page 4 , Fig. 3
on page 4 , Fig. 4 on page 5 , Fig. 5 on page 5 and Fig. 6 on page 6.
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Table 1: List of diagnostic and interventional radiology procedures included in this study
and list of dose quantities.
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Fig. 1: DRLs given in ESD (blue columns) and achievable doses (red columns) for
each type of examination as well as comparison with European practice for radiography
(excluding mammography) - most common DRL values (grey columns), minimum DRL
values (orange dots) and maximum DRL values (black dots) as published in RP 180 [5].
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Fig. 2: DRLs given in CTDIvol (blue columns) and achievable doses (red columns) for
each type of examination as well as comparison with European practice for computed
tomography - most common DRL values (grey columns), minimum DRL values (orange
dots) and maximum DRL values (black dots) as published in RP 180 [5].
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Fig. 3: DRLs given in DLP (blue columns) and achievable doses (red columns) for
each type of examination as well as comparison with European practice for computed
tomography - most common DRL values (grey columns), minimum DRL values (orange
dots) and maximum DRL values (black dots) as published in RP 180 [5].
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Fig. 4: DRLs given in DAP (blue columns) and achievable doses (red columns) for each
type of examination as well as comparison with European practice for fluoroscopy - most
common DRL values (grey columns), minimum DRL values (orange dots) and maximum
DRL values (black dots) as published in RP 180 [5].
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Fig. 5: DRL given in MGD (blue column) compared with European practice for
mammography - most common DRL value (red column), minimum DRL value (orange
dot) and maximum DRL value (black dot) as published in RP 180 [5].
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Fig. 6: DRL given in DAP (blue column) and achievable dose (red column) for PCI as
well as comparison with European practice - most common DRL value (grey column),
minimum DRL value (orange dot) and maximum DRL value (black dot) as published in
RP 180 [5].
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Conclusion and recommendations

Though national DRLs and typical doses are in the range of published European values
for most of the radiology procedures included in the survey, large variations in practice
and doses were found making thus basis for further analysis.

National DRLs should be established to raise awareness of patient doses in diagnostic
and interventional radiology. An optimization of radiology practice should be initiated to
reduce the variations in practice.
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